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About This Game

After an affair King Lucas had with the Witch of Sausan, the Queen left him and remarried in an adjacent kingdom, and now
his daughters are the only ones left at his side. Due to his love for them, each and every time they get lost in the castle, he moves

heaven and earth to get them back and he only resorts to the most intrepid knights in order to find them. Will you be one of
those knights?

Play for the favour of King Lucas and the three princesses' love. A castle will be randomly built and you must find them inside a
little area of it. You can move horizontally and vertically through the rooms until you reach your goal. Once you succeed, the
castle will become a little bit more difficult: a larger area will be unlocked... and the experience will become more hardcore

when the princess becomes lost inside a fully unlocked castle with more than 1,000 rooms.

Features:

Get money and buy upgrades such us compasses and crystal balls, more weapons such us magical sticks and swords, or
harder shields to protect yourself from the giant spiders, the armored rats, the piranhas and the many other haunted
beings in the castle.

Enroll for collective multiplayer searches where you will be able to compete with your friends or with other unknown
players. It’s simple: one princess, one winner... the first to find her.
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Talk and interact with a lot of NPCs who will play different funny and unexpected roles through your quest (yes, there's
some hidden story underneath the arcade!).

We absolutely love retro gaming and this has been engrained in King Lucas's DNA. This is a metroidvania game with 2.5D
graphics and classic game mechanics for the delight of platform, action and adventure games lovers as well as you who didn't
live the 80's and 90's; this is an opportunity for you to taste a bit of that classic feeling with the graphics and sound quality of

today.

King Lucas' castle is made up of hundreds of interconnected rooms, which are reconfigured every time a new search begins.
These rooms have been hand designed one by one (we don´t use procedural level design!) and there's no two equal gameplays.

Lava pits, water tunnels, ladders, traps... this castle has become a deadly place since the queen left.
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pros

- good looking graphics
- puzzles are mostly easy and enjoyable
- Agatha Christie style murder story and characters intriguing and exciting
- good background musics
- OK voice overs
- well made cut scenes and character animations
- there is auto save

cons

- there are no steam achievements
- game doesn't drop cards.
- hint system not working the way \u0131t's supposed to be in hog scenes
- you can't see some items in hog scenes because a few items camouflaged with black background.
- sometimes you don't know what to do next.. Metal Drift is an interesting concept that basically amounts to Capture the Flag,
With Tanks. Even playing by myself most of the time it was a fun little game. Especially since many of the weapons force you
to lead your target or otherwise calculate where they will be when your projectile arrives.

The Bot AI wasn't anything real special however tending to have the habit or just zerging you constantly if you had the ball
rather than doing any special manuvers or such. Though...it is still surprisingly effective.. https://youtu.be/atsxTcEmJcE

A load of mechanics and systems are put into this co-op brick breaker but at the cost of the diluting the basic gameplay which
results in a sub-optimal end product.. I never thought I'd be able to say this, but the devs somehow took ICY -- an already
incredibly underwhelming game -- and made it worse. They dumbed down movement and changed combat from a simple and
boring affair to a long, tedious, obtuse and boring affair.

I had a hard time maintaining any sort of interest in the first version, but I would have kept going if it wasn't for the constant
bugs. Now, it's not even the bugs that are causing me to quit, just how shoddy the game is. If you were forced at gunpoint to
play ICY, I would actually recommend the first version. I definitely would not recommend this game.. Most of this pack is a
must have. The Suter alone is worth it.. This game worth for sure the money even if its not in discount because you have at least
10 hours of gameplay.And for the players that wanna do 100% of the game its gonna take you even more .

League of Mermaids is a cute Match 3 game that plays with physics.
Really easy to learn the mechanics of the game and pretty simple to play left click and right click of mouse only .
Story is fine you need to recovers the treasures before the kraken is summoned and destroy your mermaid world.
Music is nice and quality of the world ambiance is well made .
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There is 6 worlds and 3 bonus game mode to play.

There is alot of achievements for the achievements hunters ! But watch out they wont be easy in this game . You will need luck
and skills or even both sometimes to get the 3 stars on each level.

Achievements are only for the 3 first worlds and the 3 bonus game modes.

I would give it 3.5 out of 5

Sorry if my english was bad and i hope you will enjoy this game :)

Melovia. game rocks still in 2019. Well, once you boot up the game you've seen all of its content. I was hoping for something
funny or mildly interesting but got something that likely took less effort than it has taken for me to write this.. i have tried
everything to make money in this game. my silos are full of fruit and grains. Miller is working and products being delivered to
shops (fruit dinks and bakery) i still cannot get people to buy from ANY shops. Please fix this. People complain they are thirsty.
The shop IS open and I have set the price fo a dollar with a cash machine beside it. Until this is fixed I cannot recommend the
game.. tutorial is extremely tedious...couldn't bring myself to even complete the tutorial
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To be honest, I do not understand the trend of these <10min vr experiences that cost more that $1 much less $6?!?!

Pros:
- Multiple comfort settings to minimize motion sickness
- Pretty graphics
- A "challenge" mode to encourage players to ride again
- The music

Cons:
- The price - The whole ride take about 7 min. it is the game evor!. youre mom gey 69\/31. made me kill my family and eat my
cat. its a bad game. there's a bunch of golf games, cheap as well. none has susan inside. luckily.

its best idea? tag this as "Sports".. For an inexpensive indie game, Cubesis can bring entertainment to those who enjoy puzzle
and god sim games. 6\/10

The tutorial slowly takes you through all the gameplay, movement and building options. Your goals may vary, but to acheive
them you must balance resources of population, food, coin and stone. Additionally, there are two gods, one who controls the sea
level and one who controls the global temperature. So these factors must also be balanced or used to solve the "puzzle" of the
map.

Controls are simple, mostly using the mouse. LMB is used to select and move your inhabits, as well as building, and you are able
to create a string of commands including building and digging. Left-clicking a town that has over 1.0 population will create an
inhabitant. Each building or digging action uses up your unit. RMB ends your turn.

Cubesis has interface and map elements similar to Populous and Gnomoria. The graphic style is enjoyable to me, but may not
impress most. I did have trouble trying to get full screen to work, but windowed mode is fine. Zooming in seems to cause some
possibly unintended graphics issues, hard to say if it is intentional or not. It doesn't get in the way of playing, however.

The fun of the game is in fufilling the objective by balancing all the resources mentioned. If you want a casual game and have
an extra $5, I think it is worth it.. At long last, a new starting location for Vampire Counts!
Not that it is particularly new (being neighbours to the regular VC faction), but still adds replayability to the game as you start
with a minor settlement, but get compensated by having access to 2 very good Legendary Lords.
There is no reason not to download this FLC.. Short: My hardware: GTX 1070, i7 4790, 16gb DDR3. The game’s frame rate
plummets when having more than 9 units on screen, unit’s AI is meh, terrible map design, nice unit models, lacking in content
for a $15 game.
Long: Game has two factions, absolutely minimal distinction apart from unit models. Both factions have air, land and navy
units. They all have the same infantry units, the same air units and 50% same navy units. Land units use different models and
have different performances. Though I’m disappointed in the gameplay aspects, the unit designs are pretty solid for a unity
game. However, the model for air unit “Gunship” looks terrible, the helicopter propeller looks like an octopus going nuts. Also,
the maps are too small, the resource display is just a slit of numbers above the mini map, the unit description is minimal and
keyboard usage is absolutely nonexistent. I must say I was genuinely hyped as a C&C Generals fan and had high hopes for this
game, but I guess RTS is dead now. 6/10, not worth buying for $15.

Below added on 22:15, Apr 5th
Oh yeah and the voice acting is meh. There is this one cheesy fake Australian accent for the gunboat and one of the tanks (some
units use the same voices), it made me cringe every time I hear it. AND the devs didn’t even bother to add radio effects for
some of the voices, this was the most emersion-breaking.

Below added on 13:18, Apr 6th
I just instaled an update and changes in the menu is in the correct direction. I would still like to see changes in the AI
department though. Most maps have bridges which can be a nightmare to get forces to cross, and one of the units I couldn't
remenber it's name(a buggie with anti-tank rockets) gets stuck and bugs out on bridges constantly. Right now for me only the
map "Green zone" is playable because it doesnt have bridges.

Below added on 14:44, Apr 7th
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Another update is done by the dev. Though I was originally disappointed by the content and some minor issues regarding map
design and gameplay, I have to say the dev is constantly trying to improve the game. This is a good sign. As though the game
lacks content, the base of the game (the structure) is very well done. Therefore, I think the dev doesn’t have to make big changes
to improve the game by a big margin. This is why I believe with the kind of constant dev support I’m seeing today, this game is
worth buying.. Entertaining as heck. Kinda wish they made a moe and version of this game tho.

And where's my porn light?. This game cured my autism

New Email [L]:
Charlie,
I got an email from Mrs Brooks about a ceremony for your old friend Michael.
It's at your old school back in Trillium County on the anniversary of the incident

I know it's something you need to do but be careful, that quiet little town has caused so much tragedy for this family.
It's taken so many of our loved ones, that's why I moved right after the accident with your father.
I miss him so much, I see him more and more in you everyday he would be so proud of you.

I left you the keys to the old family home if you want to visit to pay your respects but promise me one thing.
Don't go to your father's old restaurant, I have a bad feeling about that place.

Call me every day,
Love Auntie Alex. First Round of Server Closures:
Greetings Adventurers,

On 1/24/2019 at 12 AM PST, the first batch of servers will be shut down. The servers that will be closing can be found here
marked in red:

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RITcY9Cb1vORC6U9KaGF56cL6JI3Tu-4tFGhqifku2w/edit?usp=sharing

We highly recommend that you transfer your character to one of the green servers, which we will continue to support and
maintain in the long run. Please take screenshots of your character page, inventory, etc, in the event that you lose your character
or any items upon transfer. Send a ticket to the support team and we will help you with the recovery of your character.

Thank you all for your continued dedication to Dark and Light. We will let you know when the next batch of servers will be
closing, which will be roughly some time towards the end of February.

-The Dark and Light Team.
. Fixed bug in level 46:
Fixed bug in level 46. New casual thematic choco puzzle game "Chocolate makes you happy: Valentine's Day" now
available on Steam!:
Hello, dear Gamer! We have prepared for you a new part of our choco - game, with more sweets and chocolate, hope you like
it! Thank you for your support us! Enjoy)

https://store.steampowered.com/app/1006880/Chocolate_makes_you_happy_Valentines_Day/
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.
Patch v1.705 in Open Beta:
Hi everyone,

Between work on you super-secret-project and after recuperating from a visit to GamesCom in Cologne, the team here got stuck
in to tackle some AoW3 bugs. This has resulted in a patch – v1.705 – which is available as an open beta on Steam now!
Do you want to know more?
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